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ABSTRACT
While environmental studies programs at the secondary school
level are not new, most, if not all, have until very recently been
considered solely the domain of the science department. While that
has seemed the "natural" place for them to reside, four important
consequences of this present approach beg that a different model
be developed: they 1) do not reach the majority of high school
students; 2) too often look at environmental problems as primarily
"science" or "technical" rather than societal and cultural; 3) tend to
be operationally elitist; and they 4) do not take the results of
scientific investigation into the public arena of policy formation in
any widespread way.
A better model would be widely inclusive, one embracing the
physical sciences, social sciences, mathematics, language arts, art,
and a bit of philosophy as well. It would be an integrated
environmental studies program designed to prepare high school
students to approach their attempt at understanding environmental
issues holistically. What is wanted is an inclusive model: one that
seeks to integrate the major areas of human investigation into a
multi-focus, "zoom" lens through which to better view the
environment and our relationship with it ... especially the impact
which the choices we make has upon it. One grounded in the
physical sciences, but also steeped in the humanities. One that will
provide scientific literacy, build political process skills and improve
confidence. One that will enable our students to become integrators
and reasoning activists. A model for a first course is outlined.
Thesis Supervisor: Paul F. Levy
Title: Visiting Lecturer, Department of Urban Studies and Planning
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Executive Summary
While environmental programs at the secondary school level
are not new, until recently most have been considered solely the
domain of science departments. While that may seem the "natural"
place for them, programs which base environmental studies in the
science department have four important drawbacks: 1) they do not
reach the majority of high school students; 2) they too often look at
environmental problems as primarily "science" or "technical" rather
than societal and cultural; 3) they tend to be "operationally elitist,"
in that they intimidate and thus do not attract students lacking a
strong academic background; and 4) they do not help bring the
results of scientific investigation into the public arena of policy
formation in any widespread way. A second common single-subject
approach which places environmental programs in the social
sciences department presents its own set of problems, most notably
not adequately treating scientific issues . In addition, research tells
us that traditional approaches to teaching environmental studies
have been shown to be less pedagogically effective than
interdisciplinary approaches.
A more inclusive approach, one embracing the physical
sciences, social sciences, mathematics, language arts, arts, and a bit
of philosophy as well, could address these drawbacks. It would
apply an integrated approach to environmental studies to prepare
high school students to use skills drawn from the humanities and
sciences to address environmental problems holistically. An
integrated model is needed that incorporates the major areas of
human investigation into a multi-focus, "zoom" lens through which
to better view the environment and our relationship with it,
especially the impact which our choices have upon it. It must be
grounded in the physical sciences and steeped in the humanities.
While providing scientific literacy, building political process skills
and improving confidence, it must also be a model that will enable
our students to become integrators and reasoning advocates.
Of great additional benefit, such an approach offers an
excellent vehicle for promoting the learning of critical thinking
skills via the examination of interesting problems which are at once
authentic, complex and cut across disciplines. Such an approach
fosters among students the perception that systemic perspective is
necessary. It is based on the premise that compartmentalized
learning is merely a pedagogic convenience, not a problem solving
mandate. In this paper I will develop a model which might serve
as the basis for an integrated environmental studies program
designed to overcome the identified deficiencies. One which, by the
very nature of its purview and approach, presents rich
opportunities for the promotion of integrated learning and critical
thinking skills. By way of example, a generic semester
environmental studies course centering on a local river, and
capable of being widely applied to other locales, will be outlined.
I. Rationale
Environmental Education and the Future
Many would agree that some of the most important decisions
facing humankind are environmental. Goals and objectives of
many state and local environmental education programs include
developing in students the knowledge and skills to evaluate
rationally when action is appropriate, and fostering attitudes and
motivation to take action to prevent and resolve environmental
problems.
That "Environmental education is to a large extent predicated
on concern for the future..." 1 , presents an opportunity to tap into an
interest common to most high school students. No one presently
alive is more tied to the possible futures which awaits us, nor will
be more directly affected by its substance and form, than our
children. Few students are deeply interested in the past, many
"live" for the present, but almost all have concerns for a future they
seem destined to inherit, yet most often feel powerless to effect.
A critical opportunity would be lost if we did not utilize their
interest in the future to develop their capacity to help shape that
future, rather than fatalistically await whichever one arrives.
Disinger makes clear the value of using an alternative futures
1 John Disinger, "Studying the Future Through Environmental Education"
1984, p,2,
model to help them prepare: "An alternative futures model will
identify the directions in which current trends are leading, but it
then asks the questions, 'What changes in our existing planning will
change these trends, and in what way(s)?' Thus, multiple options
for creating modifications in projections may be considered, and the
probable results of these modifications may be projected." 2
It is essential that today's students receive accurate and
informed preparation in handling complex environmental issues.
Disinger reminds us that "significant shifts in perceptions of
environmental priorities have occurred. Confrontation between
environmentalists and those they have challenged is increasingly
seen by 'both sides' as counter-productive; it is generally accepted
that reasoned concern about the environment is essential to good
economics and planning." 3  Against what will most probably
continue to be a backdrop of continually shifting priorities, 4 our
students must be prepared to choose wisely for themselves, their
families, their employers, their communities and posterity. They
need to know how to ask important and relevant environmental
questions and how to frame activities which will allow the collection
of pertinent data. They need to be capable of interpreting that
2 Ibid.
3 John F. Disinger, "Environmental Education for a Sustainable Future", 1990.
p.3.
4 For example, currently, much environmental focus has centered upon
issues of sustainability. Emerging in the last few years, it is an incredibly
complex topic, with enormous ramifications for our students' future lives. On
the first Earth Day in 1970 sustainability did not receive the attention it
commands today.
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data, confirming or refuting results and telling that which is
significant from that which is not. Lastly, but not finally, they need
to know how to take the results of scientific study into the public
arena in order to inform opinion and public policy in a rational and
persuasive manner. They must become skilled and wise enough to
neither be unreasoned alarmists, nor coopted by those who would
wantonly obfuscate data and its significance. In this quest, the
ability to think critically across the broadest of interdisciplinary
purviews is essential. Thus students must become competent
practitioners of critical thinking skills.
Environmental Education and Critical Thinking
The educational community, business, industry and
government continue to speak in a unified voice of the necessity for
developing critical thinking skills in our students. National and
state evaluations have indicated that a large number of our
students are not able to use critical thinking skills effectively.
Business and industry continue to report that many of their
employees are not able to think critically in job situations. In report
after report, since 1983, their national and state business
organizations have called upon the nation's public schools to
increase emphasis on higher-order learning skills, including critical
thinking skills. 5
5 Robert W. Howe and John Disinger, "Environmental Activities for Teaching
Critical Thinking", 1989, p. 3 .
Perhaps there is a significant gap between what is needed and
what has been achieved. An integrated environmental studies
curriculum, with its inherent focus upon complex problems, would
provide an ideal vehicle to promote critical thinking; an essential
element in all curriculum reform efforts. Critical thinking skills,
developed in the pursuit of solutions to environmental problems
will provide later dividends no matter to which career field a
student transfers them.
As educators, we need to rethink, redesign and re-engineer
the way we handle instruction in critical thinking. Researchers,
Costa, and Keating 6 concur that four common elements need to come
together to foster critical thinking: 1) content knowledge 2) process
knowledge (thinking skills), 3) metacognition (skill to monitor and
control one's thinking), and 4) an attitude conducive to applying
thinking skills and knowledge to problem solution.
A listing of three categories of skills Winocut offers is not
very different: 1) enabling 2) process and 3) operations. 7  Among
enabling skills he tallies: observing, comparing/contrasting,
grouping/labeling, categorizing/classifying, ordering, sequencing,
patterning, and prioritizing. He categorizes as process skills those
skills used to analyze and question: relevancy of information,
6 A. Costa, Developing Minds: A Resource Book for Teaching Thinking, 1985.
p.126-127. Daniel Keating "Adolescents' Ability to Engage in Critical
Thinking, 1988 p.l.
7 A. Costa, p.89.
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fact/opinion, and reliability of information, as well as skills for
inferring: understanding meanings, making assumptions,
determining cause/effect, drawing generalizations, making
predictions and identifying points of view. Skills needed to carry
out operations are identified as: logical reasoning (deductive,
inductive) and evaluating (judging, decision-making). When
combined, all lead to creative thinking in problem solving.
The California State Department of Education, while listing
many of the same skills, organizes them into the following problem
management skills: 1) defining and clarifying 2) judging related
information 3) solving problems and drawing conclusions. 8
An integrated environmental studies program presents
myriad opportunities for creating authentic and varied activities
and projects which require students to practice creative thinking
across all skill categories identified above. Since data indicate that
critical thinking skills are not well learned unless emphasized and
continually practiced, the opportunities for significant and varied
application offered by an integrated environmental studies program
make it all the more worthy of inclusion in a system's curriculum.
The importance of integrating different sources of knowledge
is also recognized in current literature. Researchers at the Institute
on Education and the Economy (Teachers College, Columbia
B- Ibid. , p.278.
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University), opine that while not new, "...renewed interest in
integration has been spurred by new cognitive science research, as
well as by a recognition that ... education as currently practiced
[does not] provide students with the problem-solving and
interactive learning skills required by further education, the
economy, and social life." They later add "...[integration] transforms
academic education, making the teaching of traditional academic
subjects more active, more directly meaningful, and more connected
with out of school experience." 9
Those at work in environmental studies assert the same truth:
"Dramatic increases in knowledge about the environment have
revealed the necessity of applying information from all disciplines
of the natural and social sciences to the solution of environment-
related problems." 10  Since, a proper environmental studies course,
by its very nature, must at least be cross-disciplinary, is better
when multi-disciplinary, and at its best when integrating
information drawn from the larger curricular spectrum, it should
offer rich opportunities for the cross-disciplinary transfer of critical
thinking skills.
Whether critical thinking skills can be generalized and are
capable of transfer, or whether they are tied to a particular content
9 Carol Ascher and Erwin Flaxman, A Time For Ouestions: The Future of
Integration and Tech Prep,1993, p.7.
10 Disinger, "Environmental Education for a Sustainable Future", 1990, p. 3 .
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has not been resolved. 11 Although citing strong evidence for
content specificity, some argue that experiences in one subject area
may lead to subsequent ability to think critically in related subject
areas. Multiple content areas from which to draw activities and
projects appear to offer students a richness of experience
impossible in a single-subject model. Focusing directly on thinking
skills and developing thinking skills over time tend to produce
more effective thinking than unplanned emphasis upon skill
development or short term emphasis. State curriculum models, like
California's, emphasize the development of thinking skills
throughout the curriculum and over time. Emphasis on the
essential and recurrent skills of asking critical questions, reading,
writing, listening, along with planning and implementing activities
lends itself to application in an integrated environmental studies
curriculum.
The development of higher order reasoning rests upon the
availability of ample and relevant opportunities to engage in
authentic and interesting problem solving. Because the quality of
activities and the amount of student interaction are especially
important, we may wish to experiment with a paradigm shift: from
a teacher-centered classroom to student-centered, or constructivist
experiences. We may vary our experiment by designing activities
through which students are involved in collecting and categorizing
11 Daniel P. Keating, Adolescents' Ability to Engage in Critical Thinking, g,
1988; executive summary; Robert Glaser, "Education and Thinking: the Role
of Knowledge", American Psychologist, v.39 #2, Feb. 1984, p. 10 2 -10 3 .
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information, shared problem solving, cooperative and collaborative
projects and simulations. Additional activities may involve
students in critical analysis, model building and testing, preparing
for debates and developing other vehicles for persuasively
communicating findings to the larger community. If the
experiences are genuine or "authentic" and simulate real-life
situations, an added value may result when students perceive the
worth of these approaches and transfer their newly learned process
skills to another venue.
An integrated environmental studies program would provide
a wonderful means for developing critical thinking skills by
providing 1) topics and problems that cut across the school
curriculum and enhance the integration of knowledge 2) problems
that are authentic and can be studied or simulated and 3) topics
and problems that can be adjusted to the developmental levels of
students. 12  A well-designed environmental studies course, one that
chooses to undertake relevant and feasible projects is a course that
presents a logical and most valuable vehicle for teaching critical
thinking skills, and by nature, must integrate subjects widely
drawn from across the curriculum. It would also bring together
students with a wide range of potential career interests, future
factory workers and managers, as well as lawyers and scholars. So
much the better!
12 Robert W. Howe and John Disinger, "Environmental Activities for
Teaching Critical Thinking", p.3.
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Environmental Education Is For Everyone
It is essential that this learning truly be made to extend to all
of our students, not just the "best and the brightest." Beyond issues
of equity, there are at least three reasons why this should be: first,
because all will have an equal vote, and in a democracy it is a
majority of votes which ultimately determines policy. To function
optimally, democracy demands that all must be informed about the
critical issues which face our society. Preparing the select few to
vote wisely will not suffice.
Second, it will take the will, the commitment and collaborative
effort of all of us to improve the environment. An uninformed
majority exercising unsound environmental practices, through
neglect or ignorance, will pollute faster and on a scale larger than a
select few can mitigate. Sound environmental education must
become part of everyone's education.
Third, career opportunities in environmental technology allow
students to combine their interest and concern for the environment
with the chance to help solve practical environmental problems
while working at well-paying jobs. 1 3
13 James Amara, Environmental Technology in Massachusetts: An
Assessment and Educational Analysis , 1993, p. 15. For example, the
environmental technology industry is well-established in Massachusetts and
it is growing. It includes a large number of firms and is estimated to employ
between 25,000 and 55,000 persons, and continued growth is predicted for the
immediate future. In 1991 environmental technology employed more than
17
An additional truth confronts us: We cannot wait for post-
secondary education to teach individuals to deal with
environmental issues. Nationally fewer than half go on to four year
colleges, and those who do are no more likely to receive
environmental education than are those going on to junior colleges,
vocational schools, or some other form of post-secondary training.
Some will not go on at all. For too many, high school has been, and
will continue to be, the last opportunity for any broad-based formal
education. Yet even there, one quarter or more of our young people
drop out and do not graduate. Even if we had the luxury of
unlimited time, we do not have unlimited opportunity. If we are to
reach, teach, enlist and commit the critical mass of citizens
necessary to effect needed change, we must do so no later than high
school. We should be doing so far sooner.
Why do I display such a heavy concern, such an impassioned
plea? Aren't we teaching environmental issues in our schools
already? Aren't these programs sufficient? Many dedicated public
school teachers are spending some instructional time, begged and
borrowed from other subject areas, or sandwiched in between math
double the number of workers as commercial biotech businesses. Its
employment figures are comparable to the estimated 46,000 workers in the
Commonwealth's software industry for 1992. (Amara, 1993). While the long
term outlook for remediation technologies indicates eventual decline as
presently identified sites are cleaned up, management of toxic substances
may take on a greater importance as government and business continues to
shift away from command and control enforcement approaches towards
market driven incentive strategies. Amara predicts that resource recovery,
and recycling, solid waste, pollution, engineering and consulting, hazardous
waste, pollution and waste management equipment, water treatment and
source prevention will be high growth segments.
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and music or art and social sciences to direct their young charge's
attention to study the environment. I know of few school system in
this region where concerned science and social sciences teachers at
middle and high schools are not spending some time on the
examination of environmental issues. Some have developed
interesting and engaging activities and projects for their classes. So,
why this level of concern?
My concerns are, in part, "metacurricular," dealing with how
we process and learn what we learn. Perhaps our pedagogic
approaches are too often piece-meal, haphazard, non-sequenced; too
often superficial, single-disciplined, finite rather than on-going,
something "we cover" rather than integrate into a fabric, internalize
as a mindset, and "live."
Besides these concerns over issues of "metacurricula," I have
found important deficiencies in my review of environmental
studies programs at the secondary school level. As mentioned,
above, environmental studies programs at the secondary school
level until very recently have been considered primarily the
domain of the science department. 14 While that has seemed the
logical place for them to reside, four important consequences
common to this most typical approach beg that a different model be
developed. They:
14 A few semester or mini-courses, more often units covering pollution have
been housed in social sciences departments.
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. Do not reach the majority of high school students
" Too often look at environmental problems as primarily
"science" or "technical," seldom adequately assessing their
cultural, societal and political domains in an integrative
model
- Tend to be operationally elitist; and
- Do not prepare students to take the results of scientific
investigation into the public arena of policy formation in any
widespread way.
A better model would be widely inclusive; one that embraces
the physical sciences, social sciences, mathematics, language arts,
the arts, and philosophy as well. It would be an integrative
environmental studies program designed to prepare high school
students to become reasoned advocates for an improved
environment.
20
II. Exposition and Critique
Existing Models and Current Practices
The environmental studies courses/programs of which I have
knowledge appear to fit one of five models: single-discipline,
intradisciplinary; interdisciplinary; multidisciplinary; or integrated.
A single-discipline model exists where an environmental studies
course or program is housed within one department and is often
taught by one teacher as a single subject. Such approaches appear
most often in science and social sciences departments.
Intradisciplinary models are similar to single-discipline, but
approach environmental studies from the perspectives of two or
more of the subjects within a single discipline. The science
department may view the environment from the perspectives of a
chemist, biologist, physicist, etc., whereas the social sciences
department may look at environmental issues from the
perspectives of an economist, political scientist, sociologist, etc. The
interdisciplinary models which I came across most often join
perspectives taken from science with those from the social sciences,
incorporating various combinations of the above mentioned subjects
from both of the disciplines. Multidisciplinary models tend to
involve science, social sciences, language arts, math, and art, along
with other departments, and make an examination of the
environment a school-wide focus for a day, week or month; seldom
for as long as one quarter. In this model each discipline teaches its
students its discipline with the environment as a common "theme."
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Each department focuses upon an aspect of the environment that
seems to "fit" into its existing curriculum paradigm. In an
integrated model, teachers of the various disciplines come together
with students, form teams and, use the "skill-sets" of their
disciplines, their "tools," as needed to approach a common issue or
project.
Single-discipline Based
Environmental education suffers the same ills as other broad,
interdisciplinary subjects shoehorned into a departmentalized and
fragmented curriculum framework. "In school settings,
interdisciplinary content has no clearly identified curricular home,
and is not seen to "fit" in settings which place a premium on
disciplinary rigor. Also, educational leaders, curriculum planners,
and textbook publishers have not placed priority on
interdisciplinary topics, interdisciplinary courses." 15 The result has
been that the family of environmental issues, like orphaned
children, has tended to be split apart and siblings sent to reside
with the relatives whom they most resemble.
Environmental Science Courses
Due perhaps to a strong family resemblance, they most often
are placed in science departments and, if offered as separate
courses, are labelled "environmental sciences." Less frequently,
they are taken in by the social sciences department, and there are
15 Disinger, "Environmental Education for a Sustainable Future", p.4.
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called "environmental issues", or they may find a significant niche
in the social sciences department's current issues course. If
nowhere else in the department's offerings, they show up in most
social sciences courses on "current events day" as environmental
issues joust for attention with competing world events. While
research conducted by Wiesenmayer et. al. 16 has shown that
"traditional classroom instruction can increase students'
environmental knowledge" they conclude that it is not the
preferred model for effecting responsible environmental behavior.
None of these situations is desirable, as each presents serious
deficiencies. Placing environmental studies in the science
department, in the examples I've seen, gives only cursory
treatment to the social, political and cultural dimensions of
environmental problems. Often, they are ignored completely.
Placing environmental studies in the social sciences department
appears to result in the scientific and technological aspects
receiving short shrift. Dealing with environmental issues as part of
a current issues course, or only on "current events" days share this
same major failing, and additionally, does not provide the
continuous and sequential focus over time research implies is
needed to effect attitudinal change. Howe and Disinger's concerns
are clearly illustrated:
16 Randall L. Wiesenmayer, et. al. "Environmental Education Research
Related to Issue Awareness." in A Summary of Environmental Education
Research 1971-1982, ed. Louis lozzi, 1984, p. 90.
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Research has identified several variables that are
important to developing students who exhibit
responsible environmental behavior. Programs
and materials that include experiences with issue
analysis, issue investigation, and working on real
environmental issues and problems have been more
successful than those that have not included these
experiences. Programs that have included an emphasis
on environmental knowledge and problems over several
months to several years have also been more successful
than brief activities. School staff ... concerned with effective
environmental education programs should consider
including such experiences in their programs. 17
As if these current practices were not sufficiently inadequate,
the most common approach of placing environmental courses within
a high school's science department curriculum, adds the four
important deficiencies mentioned at the end of the Chapter I.
First, environmental studies programs resident in the science
department do not reach all, or even the majority, of high school
students. While state requirements vary, most students are
required to take only two science courses in order to graduate.
Some areas do require three. Usually the minimum becomes
maximal, and the majority of students elect not to take more.
Typically, high schools tend to encourage fulfillment of a traditional
science requirement comprising one year survey courses in biology
and chemistry, taught at both the general and college levels.
17 "Environmental Education That Makes a Difference", p.4.
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College bound students are encouraged to take physics as a third
course, or second level biology and chemistry courses. When
coupled with the other required courses in math, social sciences,
language arts and foreign languages, that does not leave much room
to fit in a separate environmental studies course. Several high
school curricula offer earth science as an alternative to biology or
chemistry, primarily for general students. Sometimes, a principles
of technology course may be promoted as a special offering to
vocational students, whose schedules are currently at least as
tightly configured as any college bound student's. While all of these
courses may offer imbeded unit(s) which focus upon environmental
issues, they are clearly insufficient delivery mechanisms.
Units on the environment, most typically looking at ecology in
biology and chemicals in the environment in chemistry, are often
included in the various biology and chemistry texts used, and some
stand-alone units may be presented in these year long courses, as
time allows. 18  An earth science course most often includes a unit
on pollution, and may address sustainability. Principles of
technology courses tend to focus primarily upon scientific principles
and concepts drawn from physics and chemistry. In each of the
above scenarios, environmental education is unlikely to receive
much emphasis.
18 For example: Glen Gordon, The Delicate Balance: An Environmental
Chemistry Module, (1973).
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To compound the problem, few students go on to take specific
electives in environmental science. College-bound and vocational
students have much difficulty in fitting one in, and general or
vocational students who have an interest, may have been
intimidated by another "science" course, or filtered out by
prerequisite or track requirements.
If offered as stand-alone courses, most secondary school
science departments offer environmental science courses as
semester electives, usually to junior or senior students who have
completed their "science requirement" in biology and chemistry.
Such courses are generally intradepartmental and tend to be
narrowly integrative, bringing together science concepts. Material
and activities from biology, chemistry and physics are used to
develop skills from each to address concerns common to all.
Although this approach does promote a somewhat more integrative
view of the world, it still does not address the problem of reaching
most students in the school.
Second, current environmental science programs often look at
environmental problems as primarily "scientific" or "technical,"
rather than political, economic, social, and cultural problems. In
fact, such courses are most often called "environmental science"
rather than "environmental studies" and the distinction is carefully
delineated. They seldom address other domains in more than a
token manner, either ignoring these dimensions of environmental
26
problems, or giving them short shrift. Consequently, these
approaches have too often tended to focus upon remediation and
"end of the pipe" approaches at which science is best.
Three of the better texts from the single-disciplinary and
intradisciplinary perspectives share the same basic name:
Environmental Science, and are by Arms, Chiras, and Nebel. They
each provide detailed scientific and technical information. Students
are taught about basic ecology, biomes, biota, earth, fresh water,
oceans, air, pollution, toxic and solid wastes, species and extinction,
pests, energy, chemistry and climate, populations and prospects for
a sustainable future. All are important topics which should be
included. While each author addresses aspects of environmental
problems beyond the narrowly scientific, none allocates more than
20% of the texts to the application of concepts, materials and
activities drawn from the social sciences and humanities. In
addressing the role of private actions in effecting possible solutions,
Arms tends to be most usually descriptive, although all encourage
students to become aware of, and seek to reduce their use of
resources. Nebel goes on to advise that students write government
officials and join various environmental organizations. Chiras, goes
furthest in preparing them to evaluate the factors necessary for
government action, or corporate environmental planning.
However, none systematically prepares students for active,
effective citizen participation, nor to perceive the benefits of
integrating the arts and humanities.
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Third, the single-discipline approach has tended to be
"operationally elitist." By this I mean that a combination of
intimidation, intended or perceived, and student "self-selection"
have resulted in a de facto screening. This culls out otherwise
interested students from the pool of potential participants. The
causes are related to two previously identified concerns:
parochialism and elitism. Because environmental science courses
are offered as "science" courses, they frequently intimidate
otherwise interested students, who may have had difficulty with
the mandated biology and chemistry requirements, and who think
of themselves as "non-science" students. This keeps "non-science"
students numbers low, and thus intimidates those who do sign in,
by making them feel out of place and inadequate. Either
purposefully or inadvertently, current practice has precluded broad
participation by the "masses" of non-scientifically trained. One
harmful result has been fostering the notion of abdication of
concern and involvement among this very group. As a mass
population, we still neither see ourselves as cause of, nor as solution
to, environmental problems.
Not unexpectedly, such courses are frequently dominated by
those "science" students who do manage the time to enroll. They
are often good students who already have had second level science
courses, have practiced lab skills, and know many of the teachers in
the science department. Certainly, this is not to advocate that our
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best students should be either excluded or overly restrained; they
often provide the spark which generates discussion that leads to
deeper understanding. Yet, if allowed to dominate class discussion,
they can exert an unsettling effect upon those in the class of far less
experience. The conscientious teacher works to balance their
demands upon her/his time and attention, as well as, their impact
upon overall class learning, with the equally legitimate needs which
general or vocational students have.
Fourth, but no less important, most single-discipline
environmental science courses do not prepare students to take the
results of scientific investigation into the public area of policy
formation in any widespread way. They have either stopped short
of pursuing social, political and cultural advocacy (left to the
environmental "issues" electives or citizenship courses resident in
the social sciences departments) or given those domains short
shrift. Such practices are generally absolved, claiming press of
time, lack of background, or ignorance of first hand experience in,
or interest in, political activism. Some science teachers thus see
themselves as the "hard" scientists with the "hard" information, and
those in the social sciences as the "soft" or quasi-scientists with
"soft" notions or, worse yet, "earthy-crunchy feelings" about
environmental issues.
Research indicates that the accumulation of scientific data
alone will not do. "Data indicates that a good knowledge of
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environmental concepts is not sufficient; knowledge of
environmental issues, issue skill analysis, and attitudes and values
related to taking action are also necessary for the individual to take
action and act responsibly." 19
Environmental Social Sciences Courses
Single-discipline environmental programs offered in the social
sciences departments are the next most frequently occurring. They
commonly host environmental electives which typically are issues
driven. Additionally, social sciences departments may, as seen in
science departments, practice intradepartmental integration,
drawing together historic, economic, political, sociological and
cultural approaches to study specific issues as a unit in existing
courses.
While not raising the majority of concerns which arise when
environmental science is resident in the science department,
another set of concerns surfaces. It is true that courses in the social
sciences tend to reach just about all high school students, since
certain of them are required (eg. U. S. History, civics). Additionally,
social sciences courses most usually incorporate current events or
current issues as part of their on-going subject matter on a weekly
basis, and environmental issues tend to receive continuous play in
the media. One might assume that adequate exposure to
19 Robert Howe and John Disinger, "Environmental Education That Makes a
Difference", 1988, p.3 .
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environmental issues is assured. Exposure, however, may not
equate to much more than superficial understanding if time for the
development of in-depth investigation and analysis is not made
available. As a step-child of another course with its own
curriculum imperatives, environmental education must compete
with other current events for what little time is left. Rarely will the
luxury of large blocks of time be available to pursue critically
reasoned examination.
Social sciences issue-based environmental electives tend not
to be elitist and are less intimidating, but they face scheduling
constraints similar to those in the sciences. The most significant
deficiency of single-discipline environmental studies courses in the
social sciences department in that they usually lack the depth of
scientific analysis so necessary to reasoned and creditable policy
proposals. It is the rare social sciences teacher who is well-trained
and experienced in chemical and biological assessment techniques.
Finally, this last deficiency may often preclude social sciences
environmental studies teachers from taking their issues into the
public forum either.
Each single-discipline approach has merit, but each lacks the
impact a combined effort would deliver. Science educators have the
information, but are too often hampered in their ability to use it to
force policy; social sciences educators are too often ignorant of the
requisite science and, reluctant to disclose their ignorance, are
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unsure of their ability to hold their own against requests for "hard"
(scientific) data when challenged to do so, as they will, and most
certainly should be. In the ensuing non-interaction, we all lose.
Interdisciplinary Models
Intradisciplinary models are similar to single-discipline, but
approach environmental studies from the perspectives of two or
more of the subjects within a single discipline. Interdisciplinary
curriculum models have power. That is not a new discovery, nor
has it been lost on all who teach environmental studies. Work done
by Hepburn 2 0 indicated that an interdisciplinary approach to
examining problems improved student performance. Hepburn
found differences in post-test scores between science/social studies
modules of instruction involving ninth-grade and slower tenth
grade students. A four-way model of comparison was employed at
each grade level: a science module, a social studies module, an
interdisciplinary module, and a control treatment. Results indicated
that the interdisciplinary "science/social studies modules produced
the highest adjusted post-test means and thus showed the best
performance." Recent research in brain function supports
Hepburn's results: "Mathematics, science and history can be
integrated so that much more information is understood and
20 Mary Hepburn, "Environmental Knowledge and Attitude Change in a High
School Program of Interdisciplinary Social Studies and Science Education",
Current Issues In Environmental Education IV ed. Arthur Sacks, 1978. p. 183-
4.
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absorbed than is currently the norm." 2 1  The efficacy of
interdisciplinary approaches over more traditional frameworks
seem probable.
Although they often are not thought of as interdisciplinary,
science courses commonly utilize skills drawn from mathematics,
especially those related to quantitative and qualitative analysis.
These skills, so integral to a scientific approach, have been so long
standing that their interdisciplinary nature often goes unnoted.
However, when science courses consciously take the application of
mathematics to the analysis of data through the use of computers in
modeling and prediction (statistical probability) their
interdisciplinary nature becomes more apparent and they are
perceived as being "interdisciplinary." One example would be the
"Rivers And Streams" project developed at Southeastern
Massachusetts University in 1986.22
Interdisciplinary environmental studies programs, where
they do exist, commonly join science and mathematics, or science
and one or more of the social sciences. Given the extra burden of
staffing and scheduling team-taught courses, and the common
21 Renate Nummela Caine and Geoffrey Caine Making Connections: Teaching
and the Human Brain, 1991. p. 86.
22 "Rivers And Streams" A project for gifted and talented students developed
through Southeastern Massachusetts University [now University of
Massachusetts at South Dartmouth] in conjunction with Project for High
Learning Potential and the Lloyd Center for Environmental Studies. Dr.
Thomas J. Greenbowe & Elizabeth Pulliam, 1986. The program consists of
field, laboratory, mathematical and computer components.
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commitment to a departmentalized curriculum, it is not surprising
that most interdisciplinary efforts are short. They usually occur
within a single day or a week. However, some do run for longer
periods of time, even as long as a semester, or on rare occasion, an
entire year. There is evidence that increased interaction between
teachers of science and social sciences departments is in the offing.
Disinger cites studies which, "indicate emerging emphases on the
environment by both science educators and social studies educators,
and imply a merging focus across their disciplines." He calls this
"strong interest" of science and social studies educators "(a)n
encouraging sign. "23 Support for longer term interdisciplinary
efforts by science and social sciences educators also comes from
state guidelines, like Wisconsin's which recognizes that:
"1) concepts, attitudes and skills develop over time, 2) effective
programs involve both cognitive and affective emphases, 3)
effective programs require issue analysis, and 4) experiences
should be provided that help the individual develop the feeling that
their efforts and actions can make a difference with real issues and
problems. "24
Perhaps the most senior and best known example of an
interdisciplinary environmental studies program is the series of
modules developed by Harold Hungerford et. al. at Southern Illinois
2 3
"Environmental Education For a Sustainable Future", 1990, p.3.
24 David C. Engelson, A Guide to Curriculum Planning in Environmental
Education 1985, p. 2 - 7.
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University. While stressing skill-sets drawn primarily from the
social sciences it also includes some from language arts and science.
Six modules are captured in his text: Investigating and Evaluating
Environmental Issues and Actions: Skill Development Modules
(1992) which prepare students to both investigate and understand
environmental issues as well as take action. The work of
Hungerford et. al is based upon research on elements requisite to
develop and display environmentally responsible behavior. The
result is a blend of social sciences, language arts, and a some
science. Module titles evidence the emphasis: " Module I -
Environmental Problem Solving; Module 2 - Getting Started on
Issue Investigation; Module 3- Using Surveys, Questionnaires, and
Opinionaires in Environmental Investigations; Module 4 -
Interpreting Data From Investigations; Module 5 - Investigating An
Environmental Issue; Module 6 - Environmental Action Strategies."
The first four modules prepare students with the social
science skill sets needed to effect the substance of the course
presented in the last two modules. The fifth module requires
students to apply what they have learned through the investigation
of an environmental issue of interest to them. Students are
encouraged to evaluate alternate solutions to authentic and complex
issues.
The last module is the culmination of the course as it prepares
them to take action -- to get off the bench and into the game. It is a
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module of empowerment. The student learns of a spectrum of
possible positive and negative actions and is forced to confront
her/his values and ethics prior to pursuing a course of action. It is
a strong model for what Hungerford calls "ecomanagement", which
he defines as "any physical action taken with respect to the
environment." 2 5
Hungerford's data indicates that changes in student's behavior
will occur if they are thoroughly exposed to the last two goals and
that the quality of student action in the last module tends to
improve when they have used issue investigation and analysis. 2 6
Howe and Disinger comment that effective use of the modules is
about 18 weeks [a semester], but that alternative approaches have
been suggested in the literature. 27  While the modules were
designed for middle school and junior high school, Hungerford
contends that they could probably be adapted to grade levels as low
as the fourth and certainly could be used with students in
secondary schools and beyond. 28
Another example of an interdisciplinary environmental
studies programs joins the Hungerford model with "hard" sciences
25 Investigating and Evaluating Environmental Issues and Actions: Skill
Development Modules (1992). p. 14 7 .
26 Investigating and Evaluating Environmental Issues and Actions: Skill
Development Modules (teacher's ed.) (1985). p. 16.
27 Howe & Disinger, "Environmental Education That Makes a Difference", p.4.
28 Investigating and Evaluating Environmental Issues and Actions: Skill
Development Modules (teacher's ed.) (1985). preface.
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and began operation this past year at the Wheeler School,
Providence, RI. Rob Brown, Science Department Head at Wheeler
and coordinator of the award winning Whole Rivers Congress,
blends science (45%) and social sciences (55%) for about one-third
of the year. 29  Some activities drawn from art and music have also
been included. His students monitor the Runnins River in Seekonk,
MA. into which the Ten Mile River runs, and we joined the Whole
Rivers Congress in the Spring of 1991. Brown enthusiastically
supports the "value-add" of interdisciplinary environmental studies
over a more traditional single-discipline approach and is anxiously
seeking ways to incorporate additional integration into his program.
Interdisciplinary environmental studies programs which
combine sciences and social sciences offer distinct advantages over
single-disciplinary approaches. Most importantly, they present the
opportunity to combine an expanded view of environmental
problems while avoiding some of the major deficiencies of a single-
disciplinary approach housed solely in either of those departments.
Multidisciplinary Models
Multidisciplinary models tend to involve a school-wide focus
on the environment for a day, week or month. Each discipline tends
to teach its students its discipline with the environment as a
common "theme." Students in a math class may perform a
29 Personal conservations with Rob Brown 3 April 1991 to April 1994.
Percentages given are Rob Brown's estimates.
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Common Interdisciplinary Environmental Studies
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statistical analysis of data taken from an environmental news
article, while those in language arts might be reading Silent Spring.
U. S. History students may trace the environmental movement, and
biology students study the effects of water taken from three local
waterways upon tadpole development/mortality. Each department
focuses upon a different aspect of the environment that "fits" into
its existing curriculum paradigm.
One example is a model produced by the The Illinois Rivers
Project, housed at Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville.
Established in 1990 to further environmental science literacy the
project has expanded its purview. While not engaged in direct
delivery of environmental education to a particular public school
district, it is a clearing house for rivers related environmental
studies, and a support resource for secondary school teachers in the
mid-west. Run by Dr. Robert Williams, Project Director and Cindy
Bidlack, Project Coordinator, it has developed, and is in the process
of publishing, a multidisciplinary curriculum due out later this year.
It will include modules in: biology, chemistry, earth science, math,
language arts, and geography. 30  It has grown rapidly since 1990
and links about 250 teachers via newsletter, annual publication,
annual congress, summer workshops and a computer network.
30 Personal conversations with Dr. Williams and Cindy Bidlack, November
and December 1993 and March 1994.
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Using the Illinois River Project model, teachers at Buffalo
Grove High School, headed by Kathy Konyar of the science
department, are running a multi-disciplinary approach to
environmental studies. Their program is in its second year; its first
integrated year. While of short duration (only one week per year),
and though incorporated into a freshman biology course, it does
integrate science and some math (70%), language arts (15%) and art
and social studies (15%).31
Multidisciplinary programs seem to offer increased value via
the rich potential for experiential cross-over activities they
promise. My research so far has indicated that multidisciplinary
environmental studies programs are at best quite rare, and most
often, where they do exist, are alliances of limited partnership,
short duration and quite unbalanced purview.
A better model, as previously mentioned, would be widely
inclusive, embracing the physical sciences, social sciences,
mathematics, language arts, and art, and philosophy. It would be
an integrative environmental studies program designed to prepare
students to define the issues, discuss the options, and if appropriate
advocate for an improved environment.
31 Conversation and correspondence with Kathy Konyar, February and
March 1994. Percentages given are estimates based upon materials received.
A second program at Moline High School, Moline, IL run by Jim Gager
(biology) purports to be interdisciplinary. Although multiple phone calls
over the last four months have produced promises of materials to review,
nothing has been forthcoming.
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Towards An Integrated Environmental Studies Program
Integrative learning is learning wherein the skill-sets of
various disciplines are brought to the project as kits of tools and
applied as required to obtain a holistic, unified perception of the
problems faced and possible ways to proceed. An integrated
environmental studies model asks teachers to join with one-another
and with students to assemble the tools they will need from their
various expertise, and then collaboratively to apply those tools to
understand and solve environmental problems.
This is not an easy task. Most often, our students do not
integrate much of what they learn in school into their daily lives.
Little wonder, for as a rule, our most commonly practiced pedagogic
techniques neither encourage, require nor provide them frequent
opportunities to practice doing so. If we make little provision for
carry-over from one 45 minute block of our typically fragmented
secondary school day to another block or to daily life, can we expect
our charges to do so? Modeling such structural disintegration, how
can we expect any but the most extraordinary individuals to
develop the habits of mind needed to integrate what they learn one
period into what they learn the next? If we do not integrate our
teaching of the environment across our school curriculum, can we
expect them to integrate their learning into a holistic paradigm
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which will guide their behaviors outside of school? Edna St. Vincent
Millay 32 so eloquently crystalizes our dilemma:
Upon this gifted age, in its dark hour,
Falls from the sky a meteoric shower
Of facts... they lie unquestioned, uncombined.
Wisdom enough to leech us of our ill
Is daily spun; but there exists no loom
To weave it into fabric...
A single-discipline approach is a single patch of cloth. Intra,
inter and multidisciplinary approaches collect different patches; the
raw-stuff which we then ask students to stitch together into a quilt.
A quilt is only as strong and useful as the the thread which binds it:
the individual student's ability to put it together. Using an
integrative approach students learn to weave the fabric of their
understanding upon a loom they have helped assemble. An
integrative approach produces a single fabric jointly woven upon a
loom collaboratively built. Integrity is built into the very fabric
itself which is far less susceptible to unravelling than is a quilt of
distinct and separate pieces stitched together.
In an integrated classroom, the teacher's role changes
drastically. Didactic methods of instruction are put aside and the
teacher most frequently functions as coach, guide, advisor, or
32 Caine and Caine, p.107.
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resource for the students. Central to this form of "teaching" is the
goal of developing the ability to sense when to engage a student,
and when to withdraw from directive involvement in the student's
work. This is counter cultural to what most teachers were
traditionally taught. Projects and portfolios, assessment practices
beyond the usual exams which simply measure recall, will need to
be developed. Assessments will call upon students to provide
evidence that they can integrate information across the curriculum,
work in collaborative groups as well as alone, and apply what they
have learned to a real-life situation. In short, the way in which
academic course sequences or frameworks are organized needs to
be reassessed: Teachers and students may choose to become
collaborative "loom-makers" and weavers, not simply isolated
"patch-quilt stitchers."
Teachers can model integrative learning behaviors by seeking
opportunities to work with colleagues in collaborative ways.
Fortunately, developing an integrated curriculum encourages, if it
does not demand, that very behavior. The breadth of knowledge
and amount of effort which is required to plan integrated, cross-
disciplinary curriculum, develop webbed 33 materials, activities and
projects, and coordinate multi-aspect instruction precludes, by its
very nature, attempting to "go it alone."
33 Webbed materials integrate information or skills drawn from the various
disciplines to enhance understanding of the concepts under examination, or
augment the application of those concepts to the problem at hand.
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Ascher and Flaxman indicate that these changed teacher
behaviors, including collaborative efforts, are necessary to effect
integrated programs: "In fact, teacher collaboration accompanied
by changes in the organization of courses, course sequences, special
student projects, and whole schools are essential to the
implementation and success of integrated programs. 34  Addressing
curriculum integration and tech prep, they point out a verity of
curriculum integration in general, "as fundamental school reform,
curriculum integration ... share(s) philosophies and approaches with
other contemporary school reforms. Among these are moves to
professionalize teaching; to make pedagogy more active, student-
centered, and contextual;... to replace standardized testing with
authentic assessments; and to restructure large secondary schools
into smaller units with greater curricular integrity. 3 5
Given current school system structures and requirements, it is
not surprising that such models are not more commonly in place,
not withstanding the results of a survey of 262 science educators
Disinger reports being conducted by Bybee and Mau (1986).
Among other findings, "Respondents to the survey indicated that
they believed that an integrated approach should be used to teach
about environmental problems...."36
34 A Time For Questions: The Future of Integration and Tech Prep, 1993, p.7 .
35 Ibid. p.6.
36 "Environmental Education for a Sustainable Future", 1990, p.4 .
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It is time to adopt an inclusionary model: one that seeks to
integrate the major areas of human investigation into a multi-focus,
"zoom'' lens through which to better view the environment and our
relationship with it, especially the impact which the choices we
make has upon it. One grounded in the physical sciences, but also
steeped in the humanities; one that will provide scientific literacy,
build political process skills and improve confidence; one that will
enable our students to become integrators and advocates for
reasoned policymaking.
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Integrated Environmental Studies Web
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III. A Sample Course
Setting
It may be helpful to provide a very brief sketch of the setting
and particular school system for which this course is designed.
Attleboro, MA is a small urban manufacturing (jewelry, electronics,
machine parts) community of almost 40,000 people located beside
Route 95 approximately 35 miles from Boston, MA and 15 miles
from Providence, RI. Incorporated as a town in 1694, early
manufacturing located along three small local rivers. The largest is
the Ten Mile River which enters from the north, bisects Attleboro,
flows toward the southwest and eventually empties into
Narragansett Bay. Narragansett Bay opens onto Rhode Island Sound
and the Atlantic Ocean. Within the city limits, the Ten Mile River is
seldom more than twenty feet across and flows by residences,
highways, factories and through the center of town. Like most of
the surrounding southeastern New England area, Attleboro
evidences its glacial origins in a combination of geological features
including drumlins, moraines, an occasional outcropping ledge and
eccentrics amidst low-lying expanses of seasonal wetlands.
Attleboro High School is a public, comprehensive high school
serving approximately 1500 students (grades 9 - 12) who enter
from three middle schools (grades 4 - 8). Neither the middle
schools not the high school currently have a formal environmental
studies program.
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Since any course in environmental studies should take
advantage of locally prominent environmental features to optimize
authentic learning opportunities, environmental issues related to
the Ten Mile River watershed would seem a likely candidate as the
locus for initial investigation.
Overview
Guided by a desire to design a course which will integrate
learning, research into how our minds work, our years of teaching
experience 37, an awareness of the variety of student learning styles
and the real conditions under which the program will be
implemented, the first course in an integrated environmental
studies program is a semester elective open to sophomores, juniors
and seniors. In, "Environmental Studies & Community Action" we
examine ecosystems of the river and adjacent land as habitats for
symbiotic relations between living organisms. We also examine the
nexus of scientific investigation and public policy formation by: 1)
providing training and practice in concepts, techniques and skill-
sets drawn from math and science sufficient to insure valid whole
river assessment, and 2) providing an understanding of responsible
public advocacy, drawing upon concepts and skill-sets from the
social sciences, language arts and arts. The arts are integrated into
the program as vehicles for heightening our perception,
consideration and understanding of the environment, and for
37 The team offers over 150 years of teaching experience.
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communicating those feelings and understandings with one another.
Whether paintings of the Hudson River school, classical or new age
nature music, or the romance of Thoreau's Walden, The Maine
Woods, or Leopold's A Sand County Almanac; all lend perspectives
for comparison, and insight into ways of understanding the
environment.
Taking the results of scientific investigation into the public
arena of policy formation is engineered-in via the final student
project guidelines. The potential for public outreach is an integral
component of the required final projects. Additionally, among the
team of teachers is one with some years of campaigning experience
and demonstrated ability at gaining media coverage, which should
increase the chances for taking significant data to a public forum.
At the heart of the course is a sequence of environmental projects
which take students from a more teacher-directed, skill-introducing
structure, to student-centered activities which are authentic,
project-driven and require the integration of skill-sets culled from
the various disciplines and matured during previous course work.
Projects build upon one another, and by the last project, students
come to see individual disciplines as "tool cribs," from which to
secure the needed "tool" (skill-set) to accomplish the job at hand.
The job at hand is the project, and the big questions it poses about
the relationships between people and their environment, about the
choices we make and the resultant consequences of those choices.
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Critical thinking skills activities are built-in, as such complex issues
as our relationships to the river, cannot be investigated and
discussed without resort to what Bloom 38 refers to as higher order
thinking.
The course requires that students engage in cooperative and
collaborative teams, as well as do individual research. Not only
does this approach encourage daily give and take discussion, it
prepares students for the changing workplace model which places
increased value on having those skills needed to successfully
function as part of a team. Meeting every other day, the course
offers time for reflection, not only upon the data collected, but also
upon the metacognative processes. Students are assigned more
responsibility for their own learning.
Contracting3 9
Allowing students to contract for the kind and amount of
38 Benjamin Bloom's Taxonomy: a scale of increasingly more demanding and
complex ways of thinking: "Knowledge, Comprehension, Application,
Analysis, Synthesis, Evaluation.", Arthur Costa's Developing Minds., p.44.
39 Contracting is done between instructor(s), student and parents and is
formalized by a signed document. It specifies the amount and kind of credit,
as well as the student's obligation to meet basic core requirements; whether
there is to be a subject specialization; that the parent understands and
approves that the student will be spending time out of the school building,
sometimes on her/his own (Students are always supervised when working at
the the river, or with chemicals.); and details responsibilities of students
working independently on projects. Instructors agree to provide project
guidance; additional instruction or remediation in core skills; scheduled, but
optional after-school sessions; for the return of work in a timely fashion and
a fair evaluation. Parents agree to promote successful student participation
and, if needed, to help monitor student efforts.
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credit each needs/wishes coupled to well-defined performance
standards adds flexibility which may entice students who, given a
marginal science background, otherwise might not be willing to "go
at risk." Some students, who never felt so before, might just come
to think that they are able to "do" significant science, science that
has an impact upon the quality of their lives, and those of their
neighbors. It is this kind of empowerment, this realization of one's
potential, that instructors strive to unlock in their students.
Course Structure
The course is woven into the existing high school schedule. 4 0 Two
assumptions are that this course meets for one semester, 4 1 and that
students' gym classes are made to dovetail with the course, which
results in a double period (90 minutes) every other day in a six-day
cycle. Building in time for students to go off-campus to selected
sites to conduct a survey or research is absolutely essential. Since
40 Alternative structures would be to create a separate magnet high school,
or at least, a "school within a school." A team consisting of a teacher each
from science, social sciences, mathematics and language arts, along with
part-time art and music teachers (shared with three or four other such
teams?) would have 80 students who elected to attend "Environmental High
School" for the year. All disciplines would be integrate their instruction
around authentic issues concerning the environment. Teachers as a group
would be free to configure instruction time as they perceived the need. The
basic pedagogic approach to the course, the preferred methodologies and
changed role of the teachers and students as detailed would not differ
markedly, but an enormous difference in time availability would allow all-
day, multi-day project involvement, with all that implies in terms of focus,
concentration of effort and efficiency of time. Such a structure would allow
something closer to the "immersion" Caine & Caine advocate.
41 See Appendix "A" for a semester schedule. For convenience in the
semester timeframe which appears there, days are labeled M, W, F, although
since the school is on a six day cycle, the actual day of the week varies from
week to week.
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several locations suitable for testing are within five minutes of the
high school, and none further than ten, a 90 minute time-frame will
allow students to be transported from school to one of the selected
sites along the river's course, carry out meaningful tasks and return
in time for their next class.
A team of six science, social sciences, math, and language arts
teachers will collaborate to shape the details of the course. The
belief that teaching is best when done interactively is central to our
design philosophy. Instructors are viewed, not as dispensers of
truth, but as careful reflective seekers after truth. Team members
are expected to have mastered a variety of techniques, be able to
sequence them dependent upon the needs of students, and be able
to substitute alternative techniques when conditions warrant.
Based upon what researchers say works best, there are few
lectures, many collaborative and cooperative learning activities,
much collaborative research into, and discussions of, substantive
matters, and hands-on "knee-deep in the river" projects of interest
to students. All are designed to promote a "constructivist" approach
to learning, wherein the student constructs her/his understanding
through hands-on approaches.
Two "continuing instructors" (science and social sciences
teachers) are scheduled to team-teach 20 to 40 students. The
other four "contributing instructors" (math, language arts, art
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teachers) consult on the course, do "guest stints" 4 2 running course
activities in their own specialties, and all instructors advise
students with short or long term special interests in a particular
discipline, or a project based need.
Factoring out two weeks of vacation, a week for final exams
and the assorted inservice days and holidays, the course meets for
approximately sixteen weeks in a semester. Optional but regularly
scheduled after school "workshops" around specific themes or topics
provide opportunities for remediation, consultation on projects, and
enrichment for those students desiring greater depth.
At times both continuing instructors work with all the
students as a large group, and at other times they may work at
different locations with students by interest or project group.
Scheduled common planning time for the continuing instructors is
necessary. One common planning period during the school day for
all team members at least once every six school days is scheduled.
The course has six core requirements. Unless modified by
contract, each student must demonstrate the ability to:
1) Perform whole river assessment (be able to carry out the
various steps involved in a physical, chemical and
macroinvertebrate characterization of a river);
42 When doing a "guest stint", one of the continuing instructors covers the
visiting teacher's classes.
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2) Apply principles of statistical analysis to whole river
assessment data;
3) Prepare a plan for a public information campaign;
4) Construct a survey questionnaire or opinionnaire assessing
practices and/or attitudes of residents related to the river;
5) Write a persuasive article, or three persuasive letters (one
each to an editor, appropriate governmental agency or
official, and a private or not - for- profit agency)
advocating for a river issue and requesting, in detail, what
specific action(s) you would like them to take.
6) Prepare one river related creative work in any media
symbolic of the students philosophy regarding the river,
watershed, or the environment in general.
This "common core" of skills receives emphasis, not because
their achievement represents an end in itself, but because taken
together they provide an essential skill-set which empowers
students to address important environmental questions centering
around water related issues. By the final project, the "common
core" become enabling tools.
Since it is important that students learn these skills,
assessments are performance or "mastery based." A student may
make as many attempts as needed to demonstrate mastery of the
skills involved. However, students understand that the projects
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build upon the student acquiring certain "tools" (skill-sets) by
certain stages of the course in order to be completed most easily.
All six instructors appear at the first class meeting. An
overview of the course structure, procedures, techniques, roles of
students and instructors, and requirements is presented. The
integrative idea behind the course is stressed and how it plays a
central role in team selection, instructor approaches, sub-grouping,
habits of mind students are expected to cultivate, project selection
and skill-set mastery. Emphasis is placed on the goal of considering
"big questions" which by their very nature require students to
acquire integrating skill-sets from many disciplines if they are to
achieve real understanding. Consequently teams of students with
diverse abilities, who are willing to work collaboratively towards
sharing their skills in a search for answers, are formed. Also
emphasized is that activities are included which are designed to
help students sharpen their critical thinking skills and to get them
to "think about their thinking."
Opportunities presented by optional after school special
interest group presentations or workshops are explained.
Presentations by local authorities drawn from colleges, universities,
industry, government and special interest groups will provide
increased insight into specific topics integral to the course. Typical
guest presenters might include a professor from the Environmental
Engineering Department at MIT discussing mechanisms of chemical
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fate and transport in a river, the Environmental Manager at a local
industry leading a tour of their new wastewater treatment facility,
or the City Conservation Officer or City Planner discussing existing
mechanisms for local land-use control. These presentations may
offer enrichment either via a more in-depth look at a topic
broached in the course or by introducing allied information which
may be of specific interest to a particular student or to a group's
particular project. Students are encouraged to suggest or select the
names of specific individuals, or categories of presenters, with
whom they would like to speak .
Students are told that sometimes they will meet as a class, but
most often will be working in smaller groups. Instructors explain
the emphasis on group work, both for the increased opportunities
for synergism and to share the burden which a significant project
entails. Students are discouraged from working on a project alone.
In rare circumstances, a student may be able to convince the
instructors that s/he should work alone, and has the necessary
skill-sets to do so, or has built necessary training into the project
proposal to successfully complete a quality project of the scope
described in the time available. In either case, there is the
opportunity for a great deal of self-direction.
Instructional techniques will vary, although whether run by
course instructors or guests, emphasis is placed upon "active
learning" strategies. There will be times when a teacher directed
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lecture or demonstration will be used. More typically, information
is provided via assigned sources (readings, artifacts, documents)
and "expert" 43 and/or "cooperative" group discussions followed by
large group summary and synthesis directed by an instructor using
a Socratic approach. Frequently, students will be involved in
collaborative 44 team activities centering around a particular project.
Other instructional techniques will also require hands-on student
centered activity: experiments, field trips, field work; outside
resourcing (local, regional, computer aided). Individual assignments
are also given, and each student maintains a portfolio, which also
documents her/his contribution to group projects, and coupled with
demonstrated mastery of the core skills comprises a performance
assessment 45 model of evaluation.
43 As used here, members of "expert groups" all receive the same source
prior to meeting to discuss and decide what in the source is significant and
worth capturing to share with other students. Members of "cooperative
groups" have each been exposed to a different source (in expert groups) and
are charged with distilling and presenting what is important and significant
from their source to the rest of the group. Typically, the cooperative group
then has to use the data in some fashion to reach a conclusion, form an
hypothesis, etc. As techniques, both force the need to engage in higher level
thinking as students are challenged to evaluate what level of quality the data
before them must have in order for it to be selected. The need to defend the
value of including specific information as "important and significant" and
the discussion in the expert group helps insure that students understand the
source. The teacher's role in facilitating follow-up class discussion is to
guide student questioning to be sure that all major significant information is
brought out by the students themselves in the course of the discussion.
44 "Collaborative" implies that students are working together upon the same
shared activity, as opposed to "cooperative" wherein the results of related
tasks individually undertaken are shared with the group.
45 Assessing what the student can do with the knowledge learned: Applied
learning.
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Also on the first day, student are asked to identify their
interest in the course and what each expects to get from it. If any
indicate interest in specific environmental careers, instructors flag
the information and attempt to set up an opportunity to shadow a
practitioner in that field.
Project #1
By the third class students tour the river and sites are
selected using the criteria decided upon in the previous class. 4 6
Getting students into the river early in the course is important. It
sends the message that this class is different; that it is going to be a
hands-on class, and that it is "real-world" based. The first project,
undertaken in week three, involves performing a whole river
assessment at the project team's assigned site. During the
preceding week, they receive chemical safety and river safety
training and are introduced to, and have an opportunity to try out,
their sampling and testing techniques under controlled lab
conditions.
Once at the river, the approach may still seem teacher
directed, but students perform the activities as part of a team.
They are practicing skills which they will have to demonstrate
mastery of in order to meet core requirements, but more
importantly, they are practicing skills they will need in order to
understand what is happening in the river. In turn, this
46 See Appendix "A" for a sample day by day outline of activities.
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understanding will be needed in order to frame their final project.
The process is cumulative, and of one cloth. Skills begun to be
mastered today, hopefully will be used in the future, as some
students go on to monitor waterways wherever they may settle.
During the semester, this same regimen of tests is performed on a
monthly basis. In order to complete the project, the student draws
upon requisite skill-sets from chemistry, physics, math, language
arts, and art. The specific objectives for Project #1 follow:
Objectives: Having read applicable sections of Stapp's Field
Manual for Water Quality Monitoring, and given prior training in
whole river assessment, teammates, class-time, and testing
equipment, students will be able to:
1) Demonstrate proper sampling technique when drawing
river water at the site, and using Hach or La Motte kits determine the
following chemical characteristics:
a) dissolved oxygen (DO); calculate percent saturation
b) calculate biochemical oxygen demand (BOD)
c) pH (acidity/alkalinity)
d) nitrates; given conversion factor, calculate/convert mg./l
Nitrate Nitrogen to mg./l Nitrate, and
appropriately record the results on data sheets.
2) Using your own words and complete sentences, write a paragraph
clearly explaining what each of these tests measures.
3) Using your own words and complete sentences, write a paragraph
explaining what significance each test result has for our
understanding the overall health of the river.
4) Measure/determine and record the river's physical
characteristics at your site:
a) depths at meter intervals across its width
b) velocity in feet/sec; convert to meters/sec
c) volume; calculate flow rate in cu. ft./min.; convert to
cu.meters/min
d) color
e) temperatures (air/water); given conversion formula,
convert measurement from 0 F. to OC.
f) clarity/turbidity using secchi disk
g) draw to scale on graph paper, a cross-section of the river at
the location
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5) Given weighting-curve charts for each test and explanation of
procedure, calculate the overall water quality index for your
particular site. What does this data, taken together, suggest
about the river?
6) Prepare a sketch or photo essay of your site, and a 3 - 5 page
exposition documenting what your team did.
Time allotted: 1 week (2 class-time site visits)
During debriefing students are asked to describe what they
did, explain why they did it, and asked what specific data they
obtained. Students are encouraged to compare data collected by the
various teams at their different sites, and decide what any
differences or similarities might mean. Discussion is encouraged
and instructors Socratically lead students to ask what significance, if
any, the data have. If no student broaches the topic, they are
provoked to consider what "significant" data would be, and how it
might be recognized. They are prodded to address what further
questions the quest for "significance" raises. What further
questions or issues does their data suggest they consider? What
might they do to design ways to gain answers to the questions they
raise? They are also led to spend some time thinking about the
accuracy of their results, how might accuracy be improved, and how
would they decide how accurate is "accurate enough?" Myriad
opportunities to provoke higher level thinking skills abound in this
and other projects.
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Project #2
The second project, introduced during week seven, builds
upon student's trips to the river to do chemical, physical, fecal
coliform and macroinvertebrate sampling and analysis. They are
asked to use skills gained and data gathered from Project #1 "whole
river analysis," and new skill-sets from the social sciences to
prepare a limited "land-use" study and present their findings to
the class.
This project is far less directed by the instructors, who serve
to guide student acquisition and application of land-use pattern
research and assessment skills. Students are asked to discover the
specific use to which each parcel of land which abuts the river for a
distance of one mile upstream is currently being put. They are also
required to hypothesize what probable impacts might accrue from
each of those uses they have identified and to suggest how they
might test their hypothesis. Instructors facilitate research by
prompting students to discover local resources (assessor's maps,
topographical maps, registry of deeds documents, city directories,
newspaper morgue articles, air photos, local river/historical
associations, library collections, industrial museum, etc.). Students
are asked to consider what kinds of information local government,
community organizations and businesses might have need to collect.
How might students go about determining who might have which
information and how might it be accessed? They are encouraged to
ask parents and other community members to assist their quest.
While this project draws most heavily upon skill-sets and
concepts from history, sociology and political science, the following
specific objectives illustrate that the complexities of the project will
require resorting to some tools from economics, language arts, art,
math, chemistry, physics and ecology as well.
Objectives: Given prior training in researching history of watershed
ownership and use, teammates, and class-time students will be able to:
1) Draw a "land-use map" to scale depicting the area from
your site to 1 mile up-river.
a) Locate each parcel of land which abuts the Ten Mile
River, accurately portray its shape and size.
b) Specifically identify the use to which it is presently
put (eg. residence, cattle farm, golf course, wrench
factory, auto repair garage, insurance company, church).
c) Show the location of all structures.
d) What is the parcel's current assessed valuation?
e) Identify whether buildings are connected to city
water and sewer lines.
2) In a report which includes at least three different modes
of expression, including expository writing and graphics,
a) Identify and discuss what human land-use patterns
your team found along your stretch of the river.
b) Decide upon categories of use which have meaning
and explain why your chosen classification system is
appropriate and useful.
c) What probable (cite reasoning) impacts (positive and
negative) upon the Ten Mile River watershed may have
resulted from the human land-use activities you have
identified?
d) How might you test your hypothesis?
3) Select a suitable parcel and trace its use over the last 100 yrs.
a) How has that parcel been used?
b) How might the uses you uncovered have affected the
watershed?
4) What are traditional "western" values concerning land
ownership?
a) How does main-stream American culture generally
feel about "real property?"
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b) How do you know? What evidence can you offer to
support your statement?
c) What are the implications of the land related
"western" values you have identified above for land-use
along our waterways?
d) Should land-use be restricted? Why or why not? If
so, what mechanisms might be used?
e) What do the current land-use patterns and assessed
valuations you have found imply about the social value
attached to being along your section of the river, and the
political "clout" of those currently there?
f) What implications for the future of your site do your
speculations suggest?
Time allotted: 2 wks.
This second project requires that students integrate skills
widely drawn from the various disciplines, as thinking about the
ramifications of land use policy often requires balancing individual
freedoms and benefits against the rights of others and societal costs.
Not pumping a septic tank saves the owner money, but may cause
problems for neighbors downstream. Additionally, a given use may
have positive value and negative impacts upon the very same
individual, for example the application of certain fertilizers to green
one's lawn may also result in a "bloom" in the abutting pond and its
resultant eutrophication and bad odors. Understanding the complex
interplay between behaviors designed to satisfy our aesthetic
desires, the subsequent chemical imbalances they may create and
their eventual impacts upon us, requires a systems approach.
Students come to see that a systems approach demands that we
integrate knowledge drawn from several sources if we wish to
understand, and ever hope to practice, wise land-use policy.
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Project #3
The final course project asks students to "put it all together."
They must integrate all that they have learned so far in order to
successfully assess relationships between the Ten Mile River and
those who live, work or travel along its course. They must apply
the various intellectual tools they have gained and the data they
have gathered from course work to date, including the previous two
projects. Conclusions they draw must be supported by documented
evidence found at their site.
Project proposals are screened by instructors to insure that
they meet the established criteria 1) be important and directly
related to the watershed 2) have implications for local policy,
and/or undertake remediation of a discovered land-use problem 3)
be sufficiently complex to be interesting and to have more than one
"point of view", 47 and 4) be "do-able" given the resources at hand
and the time available. Obviously, much time and thought goes into
project selection and design.
Some projects may focus primarily upon gaining a better
understanding of a particular interaction between people and the
river, and others may take on the task of effecting some change.
Projects may instigate community consideration of suitable,
47 Whenever possible, students are required to interview spokespersons with
opposing points of view, which should present opportunities to practice
critical thinking skills, and the challenge to do so as a disinterested observer.
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environmentally sound, utilizations of the watershed. While
dependent upon results of student research and debate, advocacy
projects might: 1) increase community awareness of the
watershed's potential uses; 2) inform the community of the current
health of the Ten Mile River; 3) inform community of common
practices negatively affecting the river; 4) reduce non-point
pollution, if it found to be a problem; or 5) inform citizens of the
existence, purview, and workings of civic and governmental
officials, boards and agencies concerned with environmental issues,
and how to effectively address concerns with them
Each team's project will demonstrate relationships between people
and the Ten Mile River based upon specific land-use patterns up-
river and the condition of the watershed at the team's assigned site.
Specific objectives are:
Objectives: Given prior training in researching history of
watershed ownership and use, training in whole river
assessment, testing equipment, teammates and class-time,
students will be able to:
1) Identify specific land-use patterns up-river which you
believe presently may have, or may have had, an impact
(positive or negative) upon your team's assigned site.
2) What identifiable (present evidence) specific impacts
(positive and negative) upon the Ten Mile River watershed
and upon those who live alongside it have resulted from
human land-use activities?
a) Are there any impacts which you did not directly
observe, but through application of your skill-sets
found evidence to suggest might have occurred in
the past?
b) Make an educated guess as to what ramifications
those hypothesized past impacts might have had
upon the river and those who are along it.
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c) How might you proceed to test your hypothesis?
d) Are there any impacts which evidence you found
suggests might reasonably occur in the future,
hypothesizing a different time of day, week, year,
or different weather conditions?
e) Make an educated guess as to what ramifications
those hypothesized future impacts might have upon
the river and those who are along it in the future.
f) How might you test your hypothesis?
3) Choose one current land-use and prepare a case study,
discussing its impact(s), presenting in detail, probable and
possible ramifications for the river and for people along it,
or choose one land-use with negative impact(s) and develop
and implement an action plan to begin to improve/mitigate
its undesirable effects.
4) Present the results of your project to the class.
Presentation Media: open to student choice (eg. essay,
poetry, video, music, play, painting, sculpture, multi-
media, boardgame, comic book, children's book, etc.)
Time allotted: 4 wks.
The Power of Partnerships
Appreciating that great opportunities for learning exist
outside of schools, the course reaches out to tap resources in the
immediate community and at local colleges and universities. Both
provide rich sources of expert opinion to supplement specified
course and project work, and to provoke critical thinking about
complex issues.
Relationships with community and regional resources;
private businesses and industry; public and private non-profits and
the local newspaper and cable company have been, and are still
being, cultivated. Ties to local government officials like the mayor,
city councilors, the conservation officer, assessor, planning board,
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city planner and redevelopment authority members have gained us
access to interviews, city assessor's maps, plans, state statutes and
local zoning and conservation ordinances and sundry other
informational sources and contacts.
The Ten Mile River Watershed Alliance, and other local
environmental groups (Caratunk Wildlife Refuge, WaterWatch,
Whole Rivers Congress, Mass Audubon Society) provide access to
informed opinions, tours of areas of interest, baseline data from
previous studies, literature, training, newsletters and conferences.
Local businesses and industries have been enlisted, and
more will be approached, particularly those specializing in
environmental products and/or services. Some of the contacts are
willing to provide access to sampling equipment, more sophisticated
laboratory facilities, trade publications, expert technical assistance,
spokespersons for their perspective and even possible funding for
attending conferences and memberships.
Links have been established with the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology's Department of Urban Studies and Planning,
Department of Environmental Engineering, Department of
Chemistry, the Technology and Policy Program, the Council For
Primary and Secondary Education, and TILT: The Institute for the
Design of New Models for Learning and Teaching, as well as with
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Mass WaterWatch at the University of Massachusetts and the Rivers
Program at the University of Southern Illinois at Edwardsville.
Such contacts present a rich opportunity to gain knowledge of
the most recent advances in theory and research connected to
projects of interest to our students from professionals who are
recognized world authorities working at the cutting edge of
environmental thinking and technology. We will continue to
expand our collection of bulletins, newsletters, and quarterlies
specializing in environmental issues by having our students
establish and maintain a reference area in our resource center.
Contacts established based upon mutual interests may encourage
our students, and increase opportunities for them to continue their
environmental studies beyond their high school years.
All of these people, with their varied perspectives, are part of
the process our students must come to understand to be effective
citizens and critical thinkers about environmental issues.
Networking with them promises potential benefit for our students
in their study projects, career choices, college entrance, and perhaps
even summer employment opportunities. Given some advanced
notice and some flexibility on our part, these people are more than
willing to make themselves available for our students, and to refer
them to additional resources. "Key to tapping into the power of
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partnership is the willingness to initiate the establishment of links
in an atmosphere of mutual respect and honesty." 4 8
Evaluation
Quantitative and qualitative evaluation of the students and
the program effectiveness is conducted. Projects, portfolios and
performance assessment, practices beyond the usual exams which
simply measure recall, give important insight into student abilities.
They call upon students to evidence that they can integrate
information across the curriculum, work in collaborative groups as
well as alone, and apply what they have learned to a real-life
situation.
Student Outcomes
Objective and subjective evaluations of cognitive and applied
student learning as measured against the course's terminal
objectives are used. "Authentic assessment," testing the student's
ability to apply in the field, the processes and techniques s/he has
previously learned as measured against performance based
objectives is done via on-site applications. Additionally, portfolio
assessment of student developed materials and activities is used to
measure the quality of individual informational or advocacy
campaigns and special interest projects.
48 John D. Amaral, "Industry and Public School Partnership: Developing a
Forum for a Rational Understanding of Environmental Issues", Proceedings
of the 4th Annual New En2land Environmental Exposition.
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Community Outcomes
Impact upon the city and its citizens is measured via annual
pre and post project-cycle sampling surveys developed by staff and
students, and by comparing river assessment data accumulated
from year to year in search of trends. Decreased levels of those
specific kinds of environmental abuse targeted by projects, and/or
increased levels of currently appropriate, or enhanced, watershed
activity which were targeted, will be viewed as reflected evidence
of effectiveness.
Course Effectiveness
Overall program effectiveness is measured via student ability
to apply processes and techniques of whole river analysis within
generally acceptable margins of error when given test samples;
monthly student/staff program critiques; logging of specific project
results; unsigned student exit evaluation forms; comparative levels
of student interest evidenced by enrollment statistics; level of
community partnership activity; and analysis of general community
awareness and attitudes via pre and post cycle sampling surveys.
Sustainability and Dissemination
Presenting a model for linking school and community (civic
minded groups, institutions of higher learning, government and
business) in a collaborative effort, enhances the likelihood of
sustainability. Given the current level of concern about our
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environment, the program's integrated approach and potential for
promoting critical thinking, it may attract wide-spread interest.
We welcome the opportunity to help disseminate the model,
procedures and created materials to interested groups via
conference, workshop or consultation.
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Thoughts and Reflections
The issues which the course examines are important and its
call for an integrated approach to address them merits further
debate. It takes a modest first step towards integrative learning. It
immerses students in a culture which treats the concepts and skill-
sets of disciplinary learning as so many tools to be applied to a
process for solving interesting and important problems, rather than
as bodies of knowledge to be learned in and for themselves. The
course creates authentic opportunities for students to practice
critical thinking skills as they encounter interesting applications for
multidisciplinary knowledge and some of the various scientific
ways of thinking and acting.
For some students, the course will be a struggle, perhaps
because the old paradigm which tended to pose more narrowly-
focused, single-discipline-based questions worked well for them,
but the new integrated model, drawing from many disciplines,
requires that they pause to think about which questions need to be
asked, and how best to frame them. Others will accept it as a
sensible and practical way to approach complex problems.
Hopefully, all will come to understand that since the quality of the
answers we get very much depends upon the quality of the
questions we ask, the habits of mind which cause us to ask
important and relevant questions may be the most significant part
of what characterizes the critical thinker. It is, perhaps, the most
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IV.
elusive characteristic to distill and convey to learners. Should they
come to realize, internalize and begin to apply these habits of mind,
the course will have served them well whichever field they choose
to enter.
Researchers into how we learn confirm what we as teachers
know from observing our students, what we as active learners
already know of ourselves: As a society we can no longer afford to
educate ourselves using a Taylorist model of the industrial
assembly-line, mandating sequential, serial-processing of
standardized, pre-measured bits of information, spoon-fed at the
same pace to the starving as well as the sated. Today's rapidly
changing world innundates us with data and demands that we
develop the capacity to be parallel processors. We face several
complex, often inter-related problems about which we must make
thoughtful decisions which demand critical thinking skills be second
nature. The business world knows it, and pays a premium to those
who have the ability.
The entertainment world knows that we not only have the
capacity to handle complex information processing, but enjoy doing
so, and it makes a fortune playing with, challenging and stretching
our ability to process multiple images and sounds almost
instantaneously. Why does the education world continue to treat
the same students who play video games which demand their
minds process and track multiple images of different significance at
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ever faster speeds, or students who thrive on blitz-imaging music
videos, as if they can only focus on one thing at a time, can carry
one concept in their head?
Research bears out that the richness of context improves
understanding, and we continue to isolate learning from much of its
context and wonder at the less than competent result. It's time to
reintegrate the disciplines to mirror real world practices and
expectation. Parsing, ever more finely parsing, serves a purpose, as
the ancient Greeks taught us, and we have taken it to heart; but so
does integrating. We have taught many of our students to parse,
but too few to integrate.
Concerns
There are caveats. Students and staff need to be sensitive to
"finger-pointing" and to avoid attributing intent to parties in
identifying "probable" causes of undesirable conditions which their
data suggests exist. They need to consider the various kinds of
costs to people which may result from the publication of
preliminary data. They also need to be sensitive to the accuracy of
their data; good science demands careful verification of results, by
an independent source, prior to publication.
Other concerns radiate around school-related issues. Support,
from central and high school administration, for priority scheduling,
reasonable class size, common team planning time, and for
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providing necessary resources (space, staff, transportation, budget)
needs to be won. We also need to think of what positive or
negative effects a course like this might have upon our colleagues,
and how to get more of them interested in the approach. Perhaps
some may wish to rotate onto the team to both relieve stress upon
the pioneers and to try out the approach. While we intend sequels,
a concern centers around to what other learning situations our
students go after this class. Perhaps all students should have one
such experience during their high school education.
The staff and students needs to consider what focus the
following course in the program sequence will take. In our case,
land-use issues revolving around abandoned factories and air
quality issues might make sense. Or perhaps there will be a follow-
up on water resources which examines issues of acid rain, or
whether any contamination of the city's reservoir results from
chemical or heavy metal run-off from automobile traffic along
adjacent Route 95.
The staff also needs to spend time considering and
articulating what approaches and skill development ought to be
encouraged at the elementary and middle school level to insure
student openness to integrative environmental learning. They also
need to weigh the program's impact upon other high school courses,
in fact they need to weigh its very location at the high school level.
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At the other end of the spectrum, investigation into how
programs like this will be viewed by college admissions offices and
the College Entrance Examination Board needs to be carried out.
More is heard about the growing acceptability of portfolios as
admission criteria, but are the most prestigious colleges and
universities currently willing to accept such a course in lieu of a
more traditional chemistry, biology or physics courses? And if so,
how will they credit it? Highly regarded Worcester Polytechnic
Institute, Worcester, MA, promotes integrative learning. It
restructured its curriculum in the late 1960s replacing specific
course distributions with a project-based program in which
students are encouraged to work as multidisciplinary teams. WPI
requires all students to complete a project, "equivalent to at least
three conventional courses" relating science or technology to some
social need or issue.4 9
Perhaps relationships built via program partnerships with specific
colleges and universities may serve to effect a positive perception
of the value and skills students who successfully complete
integrative programs offer as applicants.
49 Worcester Polytechnic Institute "radically revised its curriculum and
graduation requirements by replacing specific course distributions with a
new program, emphasizing projects at various levels. In initiating this
change, faculty were especially concerned to encourage engineering,
science, and management students to recognize how their professional work
interacts with societal structures and values. Thus, the faculty adopted a
unique degree requirement, the Interactive Qualifying Project." Successful
completion of an Interactive Qualifying Project is required of all
undergraduate students. See "Interactions 13: Undergraduate Projects
Linking Science, Technology and Society", Worcester Polytechnic Institute,
Worcester, MA. 1993, p. 3.
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Appendix
Semester Schedule
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Semester Schedule 5 0
Week Topics
1 Overview of the course including: structure, procedures,
techniques, roles of students and instructors, emphasis
upon integration, contracts, core requirements, project
driven nature, group work and critical thinking skills,
Students fill out survey sheet re: their interests, subject
strengths, what each expects from the course and any
related career goals M
Topographical maps; define characteristics of a
preferred site; Intro. projects; Assignment: Hunting
potential projects. Given class time and list of
parameters, list as many watershed related projects
as you can. Individual listing; W
Tour river; select sites; Begin hunting potential projects;
select/assign students to balance teams (ideal: sci., soc.
sci., math, lang.arts & art skills on each team); F
2 River math(percent, ratio, statistics, peek at calculus);
intro Whole River Assessment: river safety; M
Sampling: river chem; W
Sampling: river physics; F
3 Teams into river, apply chem/physics; M
Write up data, what does it imply re: river's health; W
Intro river writing: exposition, journal keeping; assign
letter to editor re: describing river issue/or article for
newspaper/ each team to keep journal w/ b/w photos,
drawings describing what team is/has been doing; F
50 "M", "W", or "F" are used to indicate which day in the six-day sequence
preceding topics are addressed.
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4 The river in art and art in the river; M
The river in literature and literature in the river; W
Application of Art/writing; suggest additional possible
projects; begin to explore possible projects F
Begin wkshps; (art; chem.; math; writing; advocacy and
political action) for anyone wanting help; or to pursue a
discipline or subject in greater depth; will include guest
speakers (col. prof., advocacy group spokespersons,
artists, writers, governmental officials, political
activist consultants).
5 Ecosystem of streams; M
Macroinvertebrates; W
Macroinvertebrate lab techniques F
6 Into river, macro. invert. collection/survey; M
Lab, I. D., sort, macro. inventory; Project 1 due; W
Categorize river based upon macro. "What does data
imply re: river's health?; Fecal coliform testing; suggest
additional possible projects based on first 6 wks; F
7 Researching river history using local resources
(assessor's maps, registry of deeds, city directories,
newspaper morgue, local river/historical assoc./indust.
museum) Assign Project 2 M
Ecosystem of stream watershed; W
Field work along river: ID flora/fauna; ID probable
projects; F
8 Field work along river: ID flora/fauna; Look for
additional project ideas M
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Teams into river: monthly assessment apply chemical
and physics whole river assessment skills; W
Tours: industrial/municipal wastewater treatment
facility. Lock-in Project# 3; must move towards either
improved understanding of the watershed, or improved
watershed quality; F
Staff makes preliminary determination whether projects
are likely to result in community presentations or
justify a forum.
9 River writing: intro persuasion; Project 2 due. M
Three letters to editor and appropriate gov't, pvt. or not
for profit agency requesting/advocating in detail, some
action re; river issue or persuasive article for
newspaper/journal w/ b/w photos, drawings W
Intro computer programs/data base, enter data; intro
accessing/using computer networks; F
10 Teams present Project #2; M
Determining river use(observation, survey,
questionnaire); Determining attitudes towards river &
watershed (questionnaire/ opinionaire); W
Assign: design pre/post project community survey
Team Project Time: Teams follow their project plan;
teachers facilitate; teams are to be sure to document
their work w/lab data sheets, journal entries and B/W
photos or video; F
1 1 Advocacy and activism: organizing a public information
campaign; M
Team Project Time W & F
12 Teams into river, monthly assessment, apply chemistry
and physics skills; write up/enter data into database; M
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Apply statistical analysis principles to data collected
and entered into computer during semester, and
Team Project Time W
Team Project Time F
13 Team Project Time M, W, F
14 Team Project Time; M, W, F
Final project package due Fri. 2:00 PM
Staff meets to make final decision whether to hold
community project presentation or community forum
based upon significance of findings.
1 5 Team project presentations to class (1/2 hr ea./ Q&A)
Student portfolios turned in; M, W, F
16 Teams into river, monthly assessment, apply chemistry
& physics skills; write up/ enter data into database; M
Preparing for community project presentation or forum;
Course evaluation forms to students; W
Community project presentation, or Community Forum
for presentation of any significant findings & discussion
of implications for local watershed policy; F or Sat/Sun.
17 Evaluation of Students and Course; Complete evaluation
of each student's ability to carry out whole river
assessment (chem.,physics,macro); Review student
portfolios and & team project; Collect course evaluation
forms from students
Suggested topics for optional after-school workshops include:
organizing a non-profit; securing funding; accessing the media; using
a SEM; testing for heavy metals; environmental careers;
sustainability; and Design for Environment.
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APPENDIX "B"
Selected Sources of Materials
86
Organizations
Alliance for Environmental Education
10751 Ambassador Dr., Suite 201, Manassas, VA 22110
American Chemical Society
1155 16th St. NW, Washington, D.C. 20036
American Society for Environmental Education
Wheeler Professional Park
P.O. Box 800, Hanover, NH. 03755-0800
ERIC Clearinghouse for Science, Mathematics, and Environmental
Education, Columbus, OH
Environmental Defense Fund.
275 Park Ave.South, 16th Floor, New York, NY 10010
Environmental Law Institute.
1616 P St. NW, Washington, D.C. 20036
Environmental Research Foundation
P.O. Box 3541, Princeton, NJ 08540
GREENPEACE
1611 Connecticut Ave. NW, Washington, D.C. 20009
Institute of Environmental Sciences
940 E. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect, IL 60056
National Association for Science, Technology and Society.
Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802
National Diffusion Network, U. S. Dept. of Education,
555 New Jersey Ave. , NW, Washington, D.C. 20202
National Recycling Coalition
P.O. Box 80729, Lincoln, NE. 68501
National Resources Defense Council
122 E. 42nd St., New York, NY. 10168
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National Science Teachers Association
1742 Connecticut Ave., NW, Washington, D.C. 20009
National Technical Information Service. U. S. Dept. of Commerce,
Springfield, VA 22161
National Wildlife Federation
1400 16th Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20036
North American Association for Environmental Education
P. 0. Box 400, Troy, OH 45393
Northwest Regional Education Laboratory
101 SW Main St., Suite 500, Portland, OR 97204
Project Learning Tree, The American Forest Foundation
1250 Connecticut Ave., NW Washington, D.C. 20036
Project Wild, P.O. Box 1860, Boulder, CO 80308
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency, Public Information Center
401 M Street, SW, Washington, D.C. 20460
Various State's departments of education (eg. CA, WI & MN) have
prepared state guidelines or frameworks. Local Audubon societies,
museums, parks, zoos, nature centers, industries, universities and
colleges.
Print
A Desk Reference for Pesticides. National Association of
Farm Workers Organizations, New York, NY. 1982
Andrews, William A. et. al. A Guide To The Study Of Environmental
Pollution . Prentice Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NJ. 1972.
_ _A Guide To The Study Of Freshwater Ecology.
Prentice Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NJ. 1972.
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__.A Guide To The Study Of Soil Ecology
Prentice Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NJ. 1973.
____ .A Guide To The Study Of Terrestrial Ecology
Prentice Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NJ. 1974.
"Asbestos in Schools: A Guide to New Federal
Requirements for Local Education Agencies Guidance for
Planning and Inspections". U. S. Environmental
Protection Agency, 401 M Street, SW, Washington, D.C.
20460. 1988.
Baldwin, John H. Environmental Planning and Management.
Westview Press, Boulder, CO
Bidlack, Cindy. Meanderings '92. Illinois River Project. Southern
Illinois University at Edwardsville, IL. 1992.
Carson, Rachel L. The Sea Around Us. Oxford University Press. New
York, NY. 1951.
____________ The Silent Spring. Houghton Mifflin Co, Boston. 1962.
Chaney, Donna J. "An Annotated Bibliography Of The Literature
Dealing With The Hazardous Chemicals Used In The
Chemistry Laboratory". ERIC, Columbus, OH ED252379
"Citizen's Guide to Pesticides". U. S. Environmental
Protection Agency, 401 M Street, SW, Washington, D.C.
20460
The Conservation Directory (annual). National Wildlife
Federation. 1400 16th Street, NW, Washington, D.C.
20036
Disinger, John F. and Marylin Lisowski. Teaching About Hazardous
and Toxic Materials. ERIC, Columbus, OH
Energy: Faing up to the problem, getting down to
solutions, Special Report, National Geographic Society,
Washington, D.C. 1981.
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Environmental Awareness: Case Studies. D.C. Heath and
Co., Lexington, MA. 1994.
Environmental Education in Massachusetts: A Resource
Guide. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Executive Office
of Environmental Affairs, Boston, MA. 1992.
"Environmental Pollution and Control." National
Technical Information Service. U. S. Dept. of Commerce,
Springfield, VA 22161
"Environmental Resource Compendium - 1990: The Year
of the Environment". Public Broadcasting System, PBS
Elementary/Secondary Service, 1320 Braddock P1.,
Alexandria, VA 22314
Forrester, Jay W. World Dynamics. Wright-Allen Press, Cambridge,
MA. 1971.
Goldman, Jill S., .et. al. Investigations: Toxic Waste. A Science
Curriculum in the Participation Series. Educators for
Social Responsibility, Cambridge, MA 1984
Greenstone, Arthur W. Concepts in Chemistry: Laboratory Manual.
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, New York, NY 1975.
Hanes, Fenna. Massachusetts Environmental Industry/Education
Resource Directory: A Guide to Schools. Careers, and
Environmental Companies. Bay State Skills Corp., Boston,
MA.
Hellman, Hal. Biology in the World of the Future. M. Evans and Co.,
Inc., New York, NY. 1971.
Howe, Robert. "Sources of Information about Promising and
Exemplary Programs and Materials". ERIC, Columbus,
OH ED321975
Hynes, H. Patricia. EarthRight: Every Citizen's Guide. Prima
Publishing & Communications, Rockland, CA. 1990.
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Kormondy, Edward J. Concepts of Ecology. Prentice Hall, Inc.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ. 1969.
"The Inside Story - A Guide to Indoor Air Quality". U. S.
Environmental Protection Agency, 401 M Street, SW,
Washington, D.C. 20460
Leopold, Aldo. A Sand County Almanac. Oxford University Press,
New York, NY. 1968.
Less Is Better. American Chemical Society. Dept. of
Government Relations and Science Policy. Washington,
D.C. 1985.
Llewellyn, Gerald C., _et. al. The Dilemma of Toxic Materials:
Classroom- Tested Ideas and Resources for Social
Studies and Science Teachers. Virginia Commonwealth
University, Richmond, VA. 1985.
MacArthur, Robert. Geographic Ecology: Patterns in the Distribution
of Species. Princeton University Press, Princeton, NJ.
1972.
Meadows, Dennis L. The Limits To Growth: A Report To The Club Of
Rome. Universe Books, New York, NY. 1972.
Moon, Daniel K. ed. The Green Book: Environmental Resource
Directory New England. The Green Book, Belmont, MA.
Annually since 1991.
"Network Exchange" (newsletter). Alliance for
Environmental Education, 10751 Ambassador Dr., Suite
201, Manassas, VA 22110
NIOSH/OSHA Pocket Guide to Chemical Hazards, DHEW
(NIOSH) Publication No. 78-210. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C. 1978.
Northeast Field Guide to Environmental Education.
Antioch New England Graduate School, Box C,
Roxbury St., Keene, NH. 03431. 1991.
Plant Science Directory: Where to Find Horticultural and
Environmental Education Programs for Teachers and
Children in Eastern Massachusetts. Massachusetts
Horticultural Society, 300 Massachusetts Ave., Boston,
MA. 02115. 1992.
Proceedings of the New England Environmental
Exposition. Longwood Environmental Management,
Belmont, MA. Annually since 1989.
Purin, Gina. ed. Toxics in My Home You Bet! Curriculum on
Household Toxins for Grades 9-12. Golden Empire Health
Planning Center, Sacramento, CA. 1984
"Radon Reduction Methods: A Home Owner's Guide". U. S.
Environmental Protection Agency, 401 M Street, SW,
Washington, D.C. 20460
Radon Reduction Techniques in Schools: Interim
Technical Guidance. U. S. Environmental Protection
Agency, 401 M Street, SW, Washington, D.C. 20460.
1989.
Resource Guide for Educators. Sea Grant Program, Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, MA 02543.
1991-1992.
ReVelle, Penelope and Charles ReVelle. The Global Environment:
Securing a Sustainable Future. Jones and Bartlett
Publishers, Boston, MA.
Sachsman, David B. et. al. Environmental Reporter's Handbook,
Hazardous Substance Management Research Center, New
Jersey Institute of Technology, Newark, NJ. 1988.
Sax, N.I., Dangerous Properties of Industrial Materials. Van
Norstrand Reinhold, New York, NY. 1984
Science and Environmental Education Resource Guide.
California State Department of Education, Sacramento,
CA
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The Superfund Innovative Technology Evaluation
Program: Technology Profiles. fifth ed. U. S.
Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, D.C.
1992.
Steger, Will and Jon Bowermaster. Saving The Earth: A Citizen's
Guide To Environmental Action. Alfred A. Knopf, New
York, NY. 1990.
Tasaday, Laurence. with Katherine Stevenson. Shopping For A
Better Environment: A brand name guide to
environmentally responsible shopping. Meadowbrook
Press, Deephaven, MN. 1991.
"Environmental Education Materials for Teachers and
Young People" (K-12). U. S. Environmental Protection
Agency, Public Information Center 401 M Street, SW,
Washington, D.C. 20460
Wilson, Edward 0. and William H. Bossert. A Primer of Population
Biology. Sinauer Associates, Inc. Publishers, Sunderland,
MA. 1971.
WorldWise South-North News Service, Inc. Hanover, NH.
monthly newspaper.
Young, J. A., ed. Improving Safety in the Chemical Laboratory: A
Practical Approach. John Wiley and Sons, New York, NY.
1987.
Electronic
T.E.S.S.: The Educational Software Selector. The
Education Products Information Exchange, P.O. Box 839,
Water Mill, NY 11976
Resources in Computer Education. The Northwest
Regional Education Laboratory, 101 SW Main St., Suite
500, Portland, OR 97204
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Only the Best: The Annual Guide to Highest Rated
Educational Software. Preschool - Grade 12; Only the
Best: The Cumulative Guide to Highest Rated Educational
Software. Preschool - Grade 12; Software for Schools;
The Software Encyclopedia. R. R. Bowker, 245 W. 17th
Street, New York, NY 10011
"EcoNet." (online computer bulletin board providing
database, computer conferencing, e- mail). The Institute
for Global Communications, 3228 Sacramento, St.
San Francisco, CA 94115
"Environmental Club." and "Network Earth Online."
(online computer bulletin boards providing computer
conferencing, e- mail). America Online. 8619 Westwood
Center Dr., Vienna, VA 22182-2285
Audio/visual
The Audiovideo Review Digest: A Guide to Reviews of
Audio and Video Materials Appearing in General and
Specialized Periodicals. Gale Research, Inc., Detroit, MI
Public Broadcasting System, PBS Elementary/Secondary
Service, 1320 Braddock Pl., Alexandria, VA 22314
Szczerba, Patricia ed. Environment and Development Kit: the global
perspective. overhead transparencies
Visuell Inform A.S., Oslo, Norway. 1991.
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